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Let’s get started!

Play bingo!

General information:

Inform players that the GOLDEN GOOSE 2  game with 
serial # listed below will be played. While calling bingo 
numbers during the designated session/game, (ticket 
can also be called prior to game time or during 
intermission) the player holding the ticket with the 
GOLDEN GOOSE number of the first completed 
downline is the event winner of $400.00. Also the 
players holding the single bingo ball tickets first ball 
(number) called wins $100.00 and last ball (number) 
called that completes the downline also wins $100.00.

Name the winners. Designate the winning bingo 
numbers for GOLDEN GOOSE 2.
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for a chance to win
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FIRST BALL
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for a chance to win
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WINS
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Golden Goose 2 #6997UN 
 
Golden Goose 2– is a new 1 window Event game from Arrow International. 
 
The ticket price is $.50 each with 1925 tickets in a deal.  The gross is $962.50 
The payout is $662.50   68.8%     The ideal profit is $300.00 
The win ratio is 1 in 15.0 tickets 
 
To play, the player would pay $.50 for a ticket and then open the 1 window on the backside to reveal a Golden Goose symbols.   
If the Symbols on the inside of the ticket matches the one on the front of the ticket, the player is an Instant Winner.  
 
This event portion is played with a designated bingo game.  
Golden Goose has 90 total hold tickets consisting of: 

15 Regular Goose downlines1 through 15 
75 bingo ball numbers B1-O75 for First Ball and Last Ball called. 
Every hold ticket is clearly marked 

 
To Play the Bingo Event Portion: To start, the operator will announce in which game the Golden Goose 2 game with serial #______, 
will be played and then will sell the tickets in a deal. While calling bingo numbers during the designated session/game, (ticket can also 
be called prior to game time or during intermission) the player holding the ticket with the GOLDEN GOOSE number of the first 
completed downline is the event winner of $400.00. Also the players holding the single bingo ball tickets   first ball (number) called 
wins $100.00 and last ball (number) called that completes the downline also wins $100.00.  
 
The Instant Prizes: are awarded to the 125 players who reveal an instant win on the inset designating a $.50 winner.  
 
 
Golden Goose 2    

Count   $/TKT   Gross  Form #  6997UN 
1925 @  $.50  $962.50   

        
1 @  $ 400.00   $    400.00   Hold Golden Goose 1-15  
1 @  $ 100.00   $    100.00   First Ball Called B1- O75 
1 @  $ 100.00  $    100.00  Last Ball Called B1- O75 

125 @          $     .50  $     62.50  Instant Winners 
      
      
      

128       
      
  PAYOUT $    662.50 68.8%  
WINNERS = PROFIT $    300.00  31.2%   
    RATIO = 1: 15.0   
 


